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Semantic Transfer in Speech-to-Speech MT1 IntroductionIn this paper we present the semantic transfer approach MinT (Minimal Transfer) that has beendeveloped for the face-to-face MT system verbmobil and is applied to the German-English transferpart.1 verbmobil is designed to produce English output for spoken German and Japanese input inthe domain of appointment scheduling dialogs.The input to the MinT module are UMRS (Underspeci�ed Minimal Recursion Semantics) structures,which are the result of the syntactic and semantic analysis of the spoken language input. On thebasis of the semantic representations (SR) an evaluation component provides information about thedialog context and the speech acts by integrating domain speci�c world knowledge. It allows thesemantic component, the transfer module and the generator to access additional knowledge. Thetransfer module provides the generator with target UMRS representations which are underspeci�edwith respect to grammaticalization and lexicalization. The generator maps the TL semantics on lexicaland grammatical expressions that are transformed into speech by the synthesis component.The central idea of MinT2 is to relate underspeci�ed SL and TL semantic descriptions on a level witha maximal degree of abstractness, so that the analysis and transfer e�orts can be reduced signi�cantly.MinT is a semantic, uni�cation-based and lexicalist transfer model that is based on some central ideasof the MRS-based approach outlined in [Copestake et al., 1995] and the Shake-and-Bake approach toMT sketched in [Whitelock, 1992]. But it di�ers from the latter in certain aspects. In MinT, theidea of abstraction and underspeci�cation is worked out in much more detail and has been appliedto a variety of translational phenomena. MinT involves techniques for the resolution of translationalambiguities and copes with structural-semantic divergences in a systematic way.This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we briey discuss the utility of abstraction and un-derspeci�cation in MT. Section 3 introduces the framework of UMRS with focus on underspeci�edrepresentations. In section 4 we describe the MinT approach. In section 5 we illustrate the main ideasof MinT with a series of examples and, in section 6, we give some technical details of our transferformalism. Finally, section 7 summarizes the most important features of MinT.2 Abstraction and Underspeci�cation in MTThe interlingua (IL) approach to MT is known to have various advantages, most notably the lan-guage pair independence ([Hutchins and Somers, 1992]). However, although there is a set of universalconcepts that proved to be useful for interlingual MT, the idea that translations always share thesame IL representation is unrealistic because of translation mismatches, i.e. cases where the lan-guages involved cannot be mapped onto a language-neutral representation ([Kameyama et al., 1991],[Kay et al., 1994]), and cases where two languages do not share the same logical structure ([Dorr, 1994]).To avoid these di�culties we adopt a semantic transfer approach.Abstracting away from morphosyntactic realizations and leaving unresolved ambiguities that holdacross languages, semantic transfer seems to be the most reasonable tradeo� between the classicaltransfer und IL approach (see also [Copestake, 1995]). Moreover, IL mappings can be employed wherepossible, so that the costs of the involvement of new languages becomes justi�able and problems of1This work was partially funded by the German Ministry for Research and Technology (BMBF) in the frameworkof the verbmobil Project under grant no. 01 IV101V. The responsibility for the contents of this study lies with theauthors.2For a more detailed discussion of this approach, see [Abb and Buschbeck-Wolf, 1995].1



de�ning an IL concept for cases of translation mismatches can be circumvented by way of specifyinga particular kind of transfer rules, cf. [Abb and Buschbeck-Wolf, 1995]).In MinT we make extensive use of abstraction, cf. section 5, in order to raise the mapping levelw.r.t. the Vauquois Triangle ([Vauquois, 1975]) as high as possible. By the use of predicates thatabstract away from the concrete lexicalizations or grammaticalizations we approach partial language-neutral representations that allow the generator to produce alternative translations, given that itreceives reasonable restrictions for di�erent word options. Abstraction also leads to a reduction of theredundance of transfer statements to the necessary minimum.In order to avoid expensive resolution procedures it is most desirable to preserve ambiguities thathold within a language pair ([Alshawi et al., 1991], [Kay et al., 1994]). Considering the language pairGerman-English, these are �rst of all scope ambiguities ([Reyle, 1993]) and modi�er attachment am-biguities ([Egg and Lebeth, 1995]). At the lexical level, most ambiguities have to be resolved fortranslation ([Hutchins and Somers, 1992]), although, some of them hold across languages, e.g. poly-semy ([Nunberg, 1979]) and vagueness in meaning relations between the constituents of compounds.Given the concrete dialog situation, other ambiguities, such as anaphoric and deictic references orinformation structuring can often be kept unresolved, because speaker and hearer in general share thesame situation and world knowledge.The core feature of the UMRS formalism is that it allows for these types of underspeci�ation, cf.section 3. The MinT formalism supports the mapping of underspeci�ed semantic representations andguides the desambiguation on demand.Thus, combining the notions of abstraction and underspeci�cation we achieve a maximally abstracttransfer mapping with a minimum of analysis e�ort.3 Underspeci�ed Minimal Recursion Semantics (UMRS)MinT is linked with so called Underspeci�ed MRS ([Egg and Lebeth, 1995]), which is an extendedand modi�ed version of Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) ([Copestake et al., 1995]). UMRS isa semantic formalism for HPSG that provides underspeci�ed representations for operator scope andmodi�er attachment ambiguities.Semantic predicates are represented as feature structures (FS) of the type relation that introducefeatures for instances (inst) and roles (arg) (cf. [Pollard and Sag, 1994]).3The use of types for semantic predicates allows for inferencing semantic properties from the hierarchy,e.g. aspectual properties of verbs, for representing lexical ambiguities, e.g. the a�liation of a lemma toseveral semantic classes, as well as for representing underspeci�ed relations, e.g. the kind of meaningrelation (thematic, possessive, part-of, etc.) between nouns.The values of instances and roles are sorted w.r.t. a type hierarchy of semantic sorts in order tospecify selectional restrictions in the grammar and to enable sortal desambiguation in the transfermodule. Moreover, sorts can be used to express lexical underspeci�cation, e.g. for the representationof polysemy that holds across languages.4In UMRS an SR is de�ned as a set-valued conjunction of predicates represented as a at list of relationtypes. All elements of an SR-list are addressed via a value of a speci�c attribute, called handel (hd).In addition, scope-bearing relations have a feature hd arg for representing the embedding of other3For the sake of simplicity, we circumscribe the interpretation of arg1, arg2 and arg3 as being associated withagenthood, experiencerhood and themehood, respectively.4The sortal ambiguity of systematically polysemous nouns is expressed by disjunctive types. For example, the instof university is assigned the sort inst loc coll (de�ned as institution;building;collective) that leaves the speci�cation ofthe institutional, spatial or sta� reading underspeci�ed. If necessary for speci�c transfer tasks, the disjunctive sort canbe resolved. 2



relations by pointing to the highest handel of the embedded relation cluster. Intersective modi�cationis expressed by coindexation of the handels and instances of all elements of a modi�cation structure.In an unambiguous representation, all handels are part of a unique handel chain.The connection between a scope-bearing relation and its scope domain or between a modi�er andits modi�candi can be kept underspeci�ed by leaving the respective coindexations uninstantiated andstoring the range of reasonable hd/inst values in the operator relation (for possible elements ofthe scope domain) or in the relation of the modi�candum (for possible attachment sites).5 Thus, anambiguous representation bears a number of handel chains that can be chained together in a subsequentresolution process if required for a speci�c translation task, cf. [Lebeth and Schilder, 1996].4 The Transfer System MinTIn the architecture of the MinT system, the declarative rule base is strictly separated from its process-ing environment. The basic rule schema of MinT takes pattern from the MRS-based transfer outlinedin [Copestake et al., 1995]; we will refer to it as the classical transfer correspondence (TC). A classicalTC is de�ned as a mapping between sets of source UMRS relations and sets of target UMRS relations.6(1) Dset-of-SL-relationsE, Dset-of-TL-relationsEThe advantage of operating on a set of UMRS predicates lies in the use of type-based feature structures.There are at least three major points in favor of the use of types and features in a transfer system:First, the reference to higher types in the SL part of TCs allows to generalize the mapping of predicatesthat fall into the same semantic class w.r.t. a speci�c property. This strategy minimizes both theamount of transfer rules and the expense of transfer operations.Second, MRS-based transfer allows for a combination of the transfer and interlingua approach, cf.section 2. Coindexation of FS can be seen as the interlingual part in MRS-based transfer, i.e. a simplemechanism to preserve the bilingual parts of an SR in the TL that is used to pass cross-linguisticallyinvariant semantic categories, such as referential information, directly to the generator.Third, type subsumption can be employed to map language-speci�c predicates to more abstract ones(speaking �guratively, they are moved up in the Vauquois-triangle) and thus allows for a broader rangeof target lexicalizations.Let us introduce the basic transfer mechanism by giving a simple example. The various TL corre-spondences of the German verb verlegen in (2) - (4) can be desambiguated by sortal constraints onthe instance of its arg3. Thus, the correspondence between verlegen and postpone, cf. (2), is valid ifthis instance is a situation, cf. (5).7 For the readings in (3) and (4) the arg3 have to be sorted asinstitution or movable object , respectively.(2) einen Termin verlegen - to postpone an appointment(3) eine Firma verlegen - to transfer a company(4) einen Notizzettel verlegen - to misplace a note5In UMRS, an attribute pairs is used as storage.6The MinT processor takes a list of FS of type relation as input, reduces the list step by step by transferring one ormore of them with recourse to the rule data base, and yields a list of TL relations as output. For more technical details,see section 6.7For better readability tags are marked with a pre�x, i.e. i corresponds to instance, h to handel and d to designator.3



(5) *266664verlegenhd h1inst i1arg1 i2arg3 i3 situation377775+, *266664postponehd h1inst i1arg1 i2arg3 i3 377775+As elaborated in [Abb and Buschbeck-Wolf, 1995], classical TCs su�ce to treat a variety of phenom-ena, such as collocations, light verb constructions, phrasal expressions, mismatches, incorporation,head and category switching. However, classical TCs are not expressive enough to cope with all trans-lation phenomena. Therefore, we made two extensions in MinT: one that concerns the rule schemaand the other one that concerns the overall architecture.For a number of transfer tasks, it is necessary to get information from the extralinguistic context (e.g.dialog acts) or directly from the linguistic context, i.e. the set of input relations that are not part ofthe local translation task. Thus, we introduce so-called conditioned TCs with an extra list for transferconditions.8 Consider the following examples:(6) Das sind die �ubrigen Termine. - These are the remaining dates.(7) Diese Termine sind �ubrig . - These dates are left .In (6) and (7) the translation of �ubrig can be determined by verifying whether it functions as thepredicative of the copula or as a noun modi�er, cf. (8) and (9) respectively.9(8) *24uebrighd h1inst i1 35+,*24nounhd h1inst i1 35+, *24remaininghd h1inst i1 35+(9) *24uebrighd h1inst i1 35+,*2664copulahd h2inst i2hd arg h13775+, *24lefthd h1inst i1 35+As a further extension, we propose to split the transfer module in a monolingual and a bilingualcomponent. There are at least two motivations for this architecture:On the one hand, it might be necessary to adjust the SL FS in such a way that divergences in thesemantic representation for a language pair can be bridged. For example, languages may diverge w.r.t.whether they allow a verbal or predicative construction:(10a) Er �ausserte sich kritisch/ver�achtlich.(10b) *He expressed/uttered himself critically/disparaging.(10c) He was critical/disparaging.This is a case of category switching, where it is necessary to reorganize the source SR before it ispassed to the bilingual component, cf. (11).(11) *2664aeussernhd h1inst i1arg1 i2 3775,24opinion advhd h1inst i1 35+) *2664copulahd h1inst i1hd arg h23775,24opinion advhd h2inst i2 35+8For the sake of simplicity, we ignore that a bidirectional rule requires a TL condition part, too.9In UMRS, both intersective adjectives and adverbs share the same semantic representation, i.e. the syntactic cate-gorization is abstracted away from. This analysis is motivated twofold: First, it is undesirable to generate out of acategory-speci�c SR. Second, this underspeci�ed representation supports an e�cient transfer since, in the majority ofcases, their translation does not alter w.r.t. the adjective/adverb distinction.4



The monolingual TC says that if aeussern is modi�ed by an adverb of the type opinion adv then this re-lation cluster is substituted by the copula relation with the adverb embedded as predicative. In UMRS,subject and predicative of the copula share the same instance (see also, e.g., [Pollard and Sag, 1994]).Thus the adverb's instance must be coindexed with the arg1 of aeussern or the subject of the copula,respectively.10On the other hand, it is often required to have predicates desambiguated before other transfer opera-tions could start. Therefore, we assume the monolingual component to re�ne particular ambiguouspredicates before the actual transfer. We will address this problem in detail in section 5.2.5 ExamplesTo demonstrate the use of abstract predicates in transfer let us regard utterances that express attitudes,which occur very frequently in the domain of appointment scheduling. Beside the transfer of bilingualsynonym classes we regard phenomena of semantic reconstruction, such as incorporation and headswitching, and show how prepositions are desambiguated in the monolingual module.5.1 The use of abstract predicates in transferWith the traditional strategy to relate SL-speci�c predicates directly to TL-speci�c predicates, gene-ration looses any freedom in lexical choice. This results in a restricted and monotonous translation.However, one often can identify a variety of words that �t the meaning of a predicate. Hence, itis reasonable to introduce abstract types in the SL and TL relation hierarchies that bundle varioussynonymous predicates. The abstraction process is gained via type inference. The incoming predicatemust be subsumed by the more abstract type in the TC, i.e. it ignores the speci�city of the incomingpredicate and instead transmits the abstract predicate to the generator. The subtypes of this abstracttype specify the range of possible lexicalizations in SL and TL. Let us exemplify this with attitudeverbs and attitude adverbs.(12a) Der Dienstag passt bei mir /geht bei mir /klappt bei mir.(12b) Tuesday suits me /works for me.To verbalize that something suits somebody, German and English o�er a variety of verbs, cf. (12),which leads us to introduce the type abstr suit sit in the German and the English relation hierarchies(13).11 (14) presents the TC for the abstract predicate abstr suit sit .(13a) abstr suit sit = passen j klappen j gehen.(13b) abstr suit sit = suit j work.(14) *2664abstr suit sithd h1inst i1arg3 i2 3775+, *2664abstr suit sithd h1inst i1arg3 i2 3775+(15) exempli�es attitude-expressing adverbs that correspond to each other as a whole class. Figure 1shows synonym classes that can be distinguished in this domain. Table 1 presents the corresponding10Note that one would need a number of conditioned TCs to cope with the data, because this rule type allows theveri�cation but not the manipulation of relations in the condition part.11The type hierarchy is speci�ed in CUF, cf. [D�orre et al., 1994]. The symbol "=" speci�es the relation between atype and its subtypes. Disjointness and exhaustivity are expressed by the symbol "j".5



SL and TL lexicalizations.(15a) Montag/das ist gut/angenehm/sch�on/okay (bei mir/f�ur mich).(15b) Monday/this is good/convenient/�ne/okay/all right (for me).
pos_attit_adv

neutral_pos_attit_adv extreme_pos_attit_adv

attitude_adv

neg_attit_adv

neutral_neg_attit_adv extreme_neg_attit_advFigure 1: Partition of synonymous classes of attitude-expressing adverbsattitude adv German lexicalization English lexicalizationneutral pos gut, angenehm, sch�on, okay good, convenient, �ne, okay, allrightextreme pos wunderbar, hervorragend, klasse, super excellent, wonderful, great, fantasticneutral neg schlecht, ungeschickt, ung�unstig bad, inconvenientextreme neg �ubel, unm�oglich, ausgeschlossen impossible, outTable 1: Domain speci�c synonyms of attitude-expressing adverbsIn contrast to (12), the adverbs in (15) are synonymous only in particular contexts, i.e. if they describethe speaker's attitude towards a proposed time or event. A TC with an abstract type for theseadverbs has to consider the context. The rule in (16) requires that the abstract adverbial predicateis the predicative of the copula. This is expressed by the coindexation of the copula's hd arg withthe hd of the adverb. Futhermore, the instance of the adverb which is shared by the subject of thecopula is restricted to the sort temporal which subsumes times and events. If the theme was expressedanaphorically, the anaphora resolution instantiates the sort of the antecedent.(16) *24neutral pos attit advhd h1inst i1 temporal 35+,*2664copulahd h2inst i2hd arg h13775+, *24neutral pos attit advhd h1inst i1 35+Abstract types are also used to describe other transfer mappings in an e�cient way. We demonstratethis by a case of semantic restructuring , cf. (17), a case of incorporation, cf. (19), and a case of headswitching , cf. (22).(17a) Das passt/geht/klappt (bei mir) schlecht .(17b) That does not suit me /work (for me) well .(17) exempli�es a problem with the translation of the predicate schlecht in case where it modi�esverbs expressing a positive attitude. In English negative attitude adverbs cannot be combined withthis kind of verbs ([Condorvardi and San�lippo, 1987]). Thus, in the translation schlecht has to bemapped on its TL antonym good and the verb has to be put under the scope of negation, cf. (18).1212Due to limitations of space, we dispense with a detailed discussion on how the introduced negation operator is linkedto the underspeci�ed scope representation. In short, the pairs list (cf. section 3) of the corresponding scope domainmust be updated by adding to it the negation's handel/inst values.6



For this mapping, the modi�candum is represented as the abstract type abstr suit sit in the conditionpart. This allows to restrict the mapping to the relevant context and to anchor the scope of thenegation to the right place, namely the situation handel.13(18) *24schlechthd h1inst i1 35+,*2664abstr suit sithd h1inst i1arg3 i2 3775+, *2664neghd h2inst i3hd arg h13775,24goodhd h1inst i1 35+Let as consider a case of incorporation as a further example, cf. (19). The preferred way to express inEnglish the fact that something suits someone is to say that he or she prefers it.(19a) Dienstag w�urde bei mir besser passen/klappen/gehen.(19b) I would prefer Tuesday.The TC in (20) shows the mapping of a complex German predicate list to the English verb prefer .In UMRS comparatives are decomposed into a comparative relation comp and the adjective's positiveform, in our case gut . In (20) the comparative besser as well as the bei -PP modify the attitude verb oftype abstr suit sit . We assume that the PP has already been assigned the perspective interpretationin the monolingual component, cf. 5.2. This is necessary because bei with an internal argument whichdenotes a human being may also have a spatial interpretation, for which the translation in (19b) wouldnot be feasible. Note, that the use of the type abstr suit sit in (20) avoids the multiplication of therule for each attitude verb.(20) *2664abstr suit sithd h1inst i1arg3 i2 3775,266664comphd h1inst i1comp arg i3hd arg h2377775,24gut sithd h2inst i1 35,2664perspectivehd h1inst i1arg3 i4 human3775+, *266664preferhd h1inst i1arg1 i4arg3 i2 377775+Finally, let us regard the case of head switching in (21).(21) Ich w�urde Sie gerne morgen tre�en - I would like to meet you tomorrow.Here, the meaning of the German modi�er gerne corresponds to the English modality state of liking .Like is a control verb which embeds the situation modi�ed by gerne in the SL as its arg3, cf. (22).Anchoring the situation type in the condition part, the concrete situation is abstracted away fromand translated separately. Its arg1 is coindexed with the highest argument of like as it is expectedin the case of subject control. The concrete values of the tense and mood types are handed over fromthe German verb's instance to the instance of like.(22) *24gernhd h1inst i1 35,266664tense moodhd h1inst i1tense d1mood d2 377775+,*2664situationhd h1inst i1arg1 i2 3775+, *266664likehd h3inst i3arg1 i2arg3 h1377775,266664tense moodhd h3inst i3tense d1mood d2 377775+13In contrast to our analysis, [Copestake et al., 1995] propose an unrestricted TC that relates schlecht to not good ,the negation having scope over the adjective. They regard the choice between bad - the standard translation of schlecht- and not good as a generation problem which should be solved by TL cooccurence restrictions.7



5.2 Re�nement in the monolingual component of MinTTo motivate the necessity of an additional re�nement step in the monolingual component, let usregard the treatment of prepositions, cf. section 4. As assumed in [Buschbeck-Wolf and N�ubel, 1995],ambiguous prepositions are mapped onto abstract meaning relations that can be seen as bilingualconcepts from which the TL preposition is generated. These relations are organized in a type hierarchysuch that the information about prepositional meanings can be used for further desambiguation in thebilingual module, cf. (20) in section 5.1.We show the re�nement procedure with the example of the German preposition bei . In most cases,sortal constraints on its internal argument are su�cient to identi�y the intended meaning.14 However,if this argument refers to a human being and the situation modi�ed by the PP is an attitude, we arefaced with an ambiguity between the perspective reading and the unspeci�ed spatial interpretation ofthe bei -PP, cf. (23) and (24).(23) Geht/klappt es bei Ihnen?(23a) Does it suit you?(23b) Is it possible at your place?(24) Das ist schlecht/ung�unstig/unm�oglich bei mir.(24a) This is bad/inconvenient/impossible for me.(24b) This is bad/inconvenient/impossible at my place.This kind of ambiguity can be further con�ned. If the attitude refers directly or anaphorically to atime expression the spatial interpretation of the bei -PP is impossible,15 because times - in contrastto situations and things - cannot be located in space. Therefore, we provide the re�nement rule in(25), where the sortal constraint time on the arg3 of an attitude verb and on the inst of an attitudeadverb forces the perspective reading.16(25) *2664beihd h1inst i1arg3 i2 human3775+,*2664abstr suit sithd h1inst i1arg3 i3 time3775;0BBB@2664copulahd h1inst i1hd arg h23775,24attitude advhd h2inst i3 time351CCCA+) *2664perspectivehd h1inst i1arg3 i2 3775+Let us go back to the examples in (23) and (24). Here, the theme of the attitude verb is realizedby event type pronouns. The antecedent being a situation, the ambiguity of the bei -PP cannot beresolved even by anaphora resolution. To �gure out which reading is intended, we use informationfrom the dialog module, which provides the dialog acts of all utterances, cf. [Jekat et al., 1995]. Ifthe bei -PP in the considered context form part of an utterance in which a location is negotiated, wecan derive heuristically that the spatial interpretation of bei is the appropriate one. (26) shows thecorresponding re�nement rule which includes the veri�cation of the dialog act location da.17 A furtherrule with the negation of the dialog act type location da maps bei to perspective.14For example, an unspeci�ed spatial reading of bei can be identi�ed if the internal argument refers to a human being(cf. bei Peter - at Peter's place), a temporal-spatial one, if it is a situation (cf. bei der Vorlesung - at the lecture), or aconcrete spatial interpretation, if it is a thing or location (cf. bei Berlin - near Berlin).15Cf. (i) Geht Montag bei Ihnen? - *Is Monday possible at your place(ii) Montag ist schlecht/ung�unstig/ unm�oglich bei mir. - * Monday is bad/inconvenient/impossible for me.16Disjunctive speci�cations of FS are not part of the CUF formalism. They are treated by the compiler.17The dialog act type location da describes all dialog acts the topic of which is a location. It abstracts away fromthe concrete speech act, since for this particular purpose it is not relevant whether a location is requested, suggested,accepted etc._ 8



(26) *2664beihd h1inst i1arg3 i2 human3775+,*2664abstr suit sithd h1inst i1arg3 i3 : time3775;0BBB@2664copulahd h1inst i1hd arg h23775,24attitude advhd h2inst i3 :time351CCCA, hd act location dai+) *2664unspec spatialhd h1inst i1arg3 i2 3775+6 Implementational IssuesMinT is implemented and tested for a representative part of the Verbmobil dialogs. The declarativedata base, i.e. the TCs and the type hierarchies of relations and sorts are speci�ed in CUF. TCs arestatically compiled to more e�cient Prolog goals with an abstract data type interface to CUF-internaldata structures.The MinT processor takes a list of FS of type relation as input and processes it in two steps: Inthe monolingual stage, the SL list is transformed into a (possibly) re�ned and adjusted SL list. Thetransformed SL list forms the input of the subsequent bilingual processing step where the TL list isbuilt up.The selection strategy of the transfer processor for competing TCs is guided by two heuristics (orderedw.r.t. importance):1. TCs with a more complex SL predicate part are chosen �rst.2. TCs with a more complex SL condition part are chosen �rst.Thus, an unconditioned n-to-m TC with n < 1 is preferred to a conditioned one-to-n TC even if thetotal complexity of the one-to-n TC is higher.7 Summary and Further ResearchIn this paper we presented a semantic transfer approach that relies on the use of uni�cation as basictransfer operation. It allows to implement the idea of abstraction and underspeci�cation in a naturaland elegant way. The use of underspeci�ed representations as well as the employment of abstractpredicates minimizes both of the amount of transfer rules and the expense of transfer operations.We have argued for a two-level transfer that integrates a monolingual preprocessor. The monolingualcomponent is used to adjust divergences in LF and to re�ne ambiguous predicates if necessary for thebilingual component.Future research concerns the question on how the idea of abstraction can be optimized. The prepro-cessing facilities of the monolingual component can be extended to transfer an UMRS representationinto a more conceptual-like representation. This representation should abstract away from structuraldi�erences in the semantic representation of synonymous expressions that in fact reect grammati-cal concepts, such as verbalization and the corresponding predicative constructions, cf. section 5.1.We also assume abstractions on the lexico-conceptual level, such as a common representation of gra-duals and their graduated properties, e.g. sehr gut - very good , and their lexicalized synonyms, e.g.wunderbar - wonderful . 9
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